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BACKGROUND:
Summit County has long been a leader in innovation when it comes to the development and
implementation of creative programs to enable active transportation. We created the first fully electric
bike-share in North America and have invested in an extensive network of paved, active transportation
corridors. These investments provide access for community members to safely reach work,
entertainment, and recreation nodes.
Building on the progress from Summit County’s Active Transportation Plan (2019) and the Kimball Junction
Master Plan, staff have been tasked with ensuring that our active transit corridors are supported with
proper, secure bicycle parking infrastructure. To this end, we’ve conducted field observations, a usage
analysis, and a cadastral exercise to identify key areas that lack adequate bicycle parking.
One of these target areas is the newly constructed Jeremy Ranch Park-and-Ride. The lot was recently
upgraded, is heavily used by commuters, and is a critical transfer point for ride-sharing and local and
intercity bus routes. In an effort to support this infrastructure and transit, and also to encourage
innovative design and efficiently utilize available resources, Summit County created the 2021 Innovative
Design Initiative in collaboration with the University of Utah College of Architecture, Planning, and Design
(CA+P), whereby enrolled students will have the opportunity to design a unique and innovative bicycle
rack for Summit County. The chosen winning design will be installed at the Jeremy Ranch Park and Ride
and potentially other areas throughout the County.
The following attached documents are the reference materials distributed to students who have applied
to be part of the competition as well as the infographic announcing the competition to the University of
Utah students.
Concurrently, the Transportation Planning and Community Development staff have jointly drafted a set
of bicycle parking standards and guidelines based on best practices which will be reviewed and

recommended by the Snyderville Basin Planning Commission. The draft document is also attached here
for your review.

2021
INNOVATIVE
DESIGN
CHALLENGE

The Challenge
Design a secure bicycle rack(s) that will complement the newly re-constructed Jeremy Ranch Park
and Ride lot. The design should be innovative and,
aesthetically pleasing, context sensitive, scalable to
additional locations, and most important, functional.
Students are encouraged to be creative in identifying solutions for how ‘bike parking’ can be seamlessly integrated into the park and ride. Staff will
work with the winning design team to finalize construction drawings and move forward with installation at the park and ride and other locations throughout the County.

Background
Summit County has taken an active role
in creating and encouraging sustainable
and active transportation as a viable option
throughout the County. We are continually
looking for opportunities to improve the infrastructure that supports transit and active
transportation and helps our community
safely and conveniently use these options.
One of our current initiatives is focused on
adding bike parking to designated areas
that would benefit from its implementation,
such as the Jeremy Ranch Park and Ride
near the top of Parley's Canyon's . The
lot is heavily used by commuters and is a
critical transfer location for ride sharing and
bus routes, including the PC-SLC Connect,
the only transit connection between Park
City and Salt Lake City.

The Prize:
Along with seeing their design constructed the
winning design team will be awarded $1,000

Deliverable:
DUE: Aug. 15, 2021

To Enter
By May 1, 2021 send an email to cputt@summitcounty.org
to request the contest reference package, including
-Design drawings/footprint of the Jeremy Ranch Park and Ride
-Draft Summit County Bicycle Parking Guidelines and Standards
-Wayfinding design standards for the Snyderville Basin
-Summit County’s Active Transportation Plan (Adopted 2019)

In electronic format:
One (1) written concept description – two
pages maximum and including a brief
description of proposed materials
One (1) design illustration – 11x17
All associated CAD design files
At their discretion, entrants may provide up
to five (5) pages of additional information
(not required) description.

Questions will be accepted via email on an on-going basis.
All questions received and answers provided will be posted
at www.summitcounty.org/749/Transportation

Non-Discrimination Notice: Summit County’s policy is that no person, regardless of race, color, or national origin shall be excluded from
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subject to any discrimination under any program, activity, or services under Section 601
of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act, as amended. To view a copy of our Title VI Policy and Complaint Procedure, please contact us at (435)
513-0236.
If you require this or any information in an alternative format, please contact us at (435) 513-0236.
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The Summit County Active Transportation Plan (ATP) and Kimball
Junction Master Plan (KJMP) both place focus on creating a People
Oriented Built Environment. The Summit County ATP lays out a
framework for how to create and expand programs and improvements to increase bicycling and walking in Summit County the Goals
outlined in each of these closely related documents is to accommodate pedestrians first rather than automobile. One vital policy recommendation within the Summit County ATP is to improve upon
bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure to further encourage active
transit as a viable convenient option throughout the County. A key
action point to achieving this goal is to Install bicycle facilities including bicycle lockers, and racks.
Providing secure, convenient ways to park bicycles is imperative
to the success of Summit County’s active transportation goals. Increasing bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure will help the County
encourage active transportation and increase trips generated by bicycles. This Document is intended to outline the appropriate guidelines, requirements, and standards for installing bicycle parking infrastructure in Summit County.
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Background
Good bicycle parking must be:
•

•

Widely available- an ample supply of bicycle
parking near trip generators and destinations
will highlight the flexibility of bicycles as modes
of transit and encourage there use.
Simple- quality bike parking should be easy to
use and easy to locate.
Low maintenance- Bicycle parking should
require little or no maintenance.
Secure- Racks should offer multiple locking
points and be compatible with most common
bicycle locks. Bicycle parking should also
provide security through there installation
location by keeping bicycles in proximity and
eye sight of there location.
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Bicycle Parking plays a vital role in supporting
Summit County’s extensive bicycle network. In an
online survey conducted for Summit Count’s ATP
67% of participants, of which 95% were Summit
County Residents, currently bike to parks, open
space, trails, and single-track access points. Summit
County has a latent demand for increased bicycle
infrastructure, and the lack of existing infrastructure
has been identified as the primary obstacle to
residents choosing to walk or bike. Providing secure
Bike parking is a logical first step in subsidizing this
demand and creating infrastructure that will further
our communities active transit goals.
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Providing quality bicycle parking is not as simple as
many may perceive it to be. It needs to be abundant
in its accessibility but more importantly it needs to
be strategic and thoughtful in its placement. Often
time bicycle parking is seen as an afterthought within
a development and may be viewed as a mundane.
These oversights may lead to a lack of available
infrastructure or a lack in quality infrastructure.

•

Bicycle parking should not be:
•

•
•
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Counter intuitive- User should not be required
to lift, maneuver over, and struggle to place a
bicycle on any given rack. Racks that require
users to lift and/or maneuver a bicycle to use
may exclude users without the ability to do so.
Unsecured- Racks should not be able to be
easily moved, cut, or tampered with.
Oriented away from common destinations.
Racks positioned away from users’ line of sight,
or in viewable areas often go unused.

Existing infrastructure.
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A review of Existing short term
bicycle parking infrastructure (within
Kimball Junction) determined
that the quantity and quality of
bicycle racks in Kimball Junction
was marginal and insufficient in
the majority of the area. Although
some bicycle parking does exist
much of it does not adhere to the
standards outlined in Association of
Pedestrian and Bicycle Professionals
Bicycle Parking Guidelines, these are
widely regarded as the gold standard
in bicycle parking guidelines and
were used while reviewing existing
infrastructure.

D

Dots indicate locations of any significant form of bicycle parking

APBP Standards for short-term outdoor parking
include:
•
•
•
•
•

•

12” minimum. from adjacent structures.
36” is needed to park 2 bikes if the rack is placed by a wall or
next to another rack. Spacing between racks should also be
approximately 36”
72” from rack tip to rack tip is APBP recommended, 86”
spacing is often successful account for user parking errors
on racks without controlled footprints
Sidewalk racks adjacent to on-street auto parking should
be placed between parking stalls to avoid conflicts with
opening car doors.
When installing sidewalk racks, maintain the pedestrian
through zone. Racks should be placed in line with existing
sidewalk obstructions to maintain a clear line of Sidewalk
racks adjacent travel for all sidewalk users.
Racks should leave pedestrian walkways unobstructed,
consult local building and city codes for specific setback
allowances.
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The review of current infrastructure
concluded that existing conditions
fail to meet many of the ABPB
standards. Many of the existing
bicycle parking structures are
oriented away from main entrances
in areas not visible or convenient
to users. Furthermore, Kimball
junction has an inadequate supply of
bicycle parking spaces that is starkly
disproportional to vehicle parking
spaces.
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Standards.
Short-term Parking.

Recommended Standards.

Short-term parking: (less than 3 hours) Required short term parking should meet the following standards:
•
•
•

D
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On the public access level
Oriented towards the entrance of the building and within 50 ft. of the main
entrance of the building as measured along the most direct pedestrian access
route. Ideally visible from inside the building.
Short-term bicycle parking should be provided in the form of racks or lockers
that meet the standards outlined in the design standards subsection.
All racks must be sturdy and well-anchored.
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Short-term bicycle parking can be defined as Bicycle parking infrastructure that provides bicycle parking
for up to 3hr. periods and is most often found in the form of a bike rack. Short-term bicycle parking serves
many roles including its most basic function of providing a place for people to securely lock their bicycles.
Furthermore, short-term bicycle parking has been shown to improve streetscapes by preventing unnecessary
damage to trees and street furniture that may be used by community members when bike parking is not
found. Lastly, short term bicycles aid keeping pedestrian pathways clear of fallen bicycles and can contribute
to more foot traffic throughout pedestrian corridors.

Recommended Locations:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Schools
Transit stops
Libraries
Commercial/Mixed-Use areas
Parks and Open Space areas
Service Destinations
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Long-term Parking.
Long term ( more than 3+ hours) Long-term bicycle parking should be provided to employees, students,
residential areas, and commuters who require parking bicycles for several hours. Security and protection from
weather is paramount.

Recommended Standards.
Located on-site
In a secured area that may include;
• A locked room
• Fenced area with locking gate
• Within the view of an attendant/security guard
• An area visible from resident or employment
areas.
• Area monitored by security camera

Recommended Locations:
• Transit hubs
• Employment centers
• Higher density residential areas
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•

Standards for all bicycle parking infrastructure.
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•The following standards should be required in order to ensure that bicycle parking
infrastructure is designed to allow user to securely lock bicycles conveniently, securely, and in the most suitable way to mitigate intentional or accidental damage.
• Bicycle parking spaces shall be provided to meet the typical foot print of a bicycle,
2’x6’ per space.
• Bicycles frame and one wheel can be securely locked to the rack with U-lock.
• All bicycle racks are securely/permanently anchored.
• ADA
• The ADA nor the US Access Board Code speaks to any specificity on the standards of bike parking. The only mention is in regard to the continuous width for
public access routes. “Bicycle racks, as with street furniture, shall not reduce the
required width of the pedestrian access route. (4.0 ft)
• 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design, Chapter 3, Section 307.3, For
post-mounted objects in circulation paths: requires that any structure within the
pedestrian way that is supported by two poles more than 12 apart and is taller
than 24 but shorter than 80 must have something less than 24 height in the middle so that a vision impaired person who uses a cane can detect the obstruction.
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Design Guidelines
Short-term Parking.
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36”

24”
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Design Footprints
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For short-term outdoor parking, plan around trees, planters, curbs, benches, or other objects. (Typical
bicycle footprint is 6’x2’). Prior to the installation of bike parking Summit County will evaluate existing
and future parking demands as well as the existing site conditions to ensure the infrastructure shall meet
the design standards and guidelines.
• All racks shall be spaced a minimum of thirty-six (36) inches away from any other fixed object
(including other bike racks) and twenty-four (24) inches from the curb to allow easy loading
and unloading
• 24” from the rack to the street will allow 2 bikes to be parked.
• 36” is needed to park 2 bikes if the rack is placed by a wall or next to another rack. Spacing
between racks should also be approximately 36”
• Sidewalk racks adjacent to on-street auto parking should be placed between parking stalls to
avoid conflicts with opening car doors.
• When installing sidewalk racks, maintain the pedestrian through zone. Racks should be placed
in line with existing sidewalk obstructions to maintain a clear line of Sidewalk racks adjacent
travel for all sidewalk users.
• Racks should leave pedestrian walkways unobstructed. 6 feet of unobstructed walkway is
preferred.
• Avoid Placing racks directly in front of disabled parking spaces
• Avoid placing racks directly in front of building doors and locations that impede the flow of
pedestrian traffic.

84”

Typical Two Bike Inverted U-Rack Footprint
Bicycle Parking Guidelines
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72”

Typical Footprint of the Average Bike

Typical footprint for multiple inverted-U racks aligned perpendicular to a building facade

Facade
24”

24”

36”

Street

36”

36”

24”3

84”
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84”

Typical footprint for multiple inverted-U racks aligned parallel with a street.

Street
24”

24”
84”

84”

36”
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Preferred Rack Design
Hollow racks with a closed base can build moisture and rust internally thus reducing the racks
life span. Preferred rack designs will have an open design that drains moisture and allow for the
interior to be coated with protective finishes to improve the racks lifespan. Metal bike racks made
from material like galvanized steel can scrape, dent, or chip bicycle frames, however they tend
to have lower costs and higher durability. Thermoplastic finishes can help to reduce damage to
bicycles.
•

Staple, circle or Inverted U- Most common style. 2 point of contact with the ground.
Appropriate for a variety of uses as well as a variety of bicycle types including e-bikes and
cargo bikes

24”

34 3/8”

5”
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The Inverted-U rack is the preferred design style
for short-term outdoor parking in Summit County,
Utah. The inverted-U rack holds many benefits
including:
• Cost effective
• Easily installed and secured by 4-8 anchored bolts.
• Highly adaptable throughout a range of locations.
• All styles of bicycles should be compatible with the
inverted-U rack as well as other modes of alternate
transit such as scooters.
• Compatible with most common Bicycle locks.

Spatial Considerations

• Location of bicycle rack is such that the bicycle will be reasonably safeguarded from
damage
• Maintain a minimum of 30”between racks and street furnishings such as light poles,
planters, sign poles etc.
• For short term bicycle parking:
• When placed perpendicular to a wall, a rack must be at least 2’ away but 3’
is preferred. A standard bicycle footprint is 2’ wide.
• When Placed parallel to any vertical obstruction, the rack must be at least
three feet away. When placed less than the required 3’ a rack may only
satisfy space for one bicycle
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5-8” is preferred

Pedestrian Walkway

Spatial considerations for an unobstructed pedestrian pathway

Pedestrian Walkway

Long-term Parking.
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5-8” is preferred

•
•
•
•

All racks shall be spaced a minimum of thirty-six (36) inches away from any other fixed
object (including other bike racks) and twenty-four (24) inches from other obstructions.
36” is needed to park 2 bikes if the rack is placed by a wall or next to another rack. Spacing
between racks should also be approximately 36”.
Racks should leave pedestrian walkways unobstructed.
All racks must be sturdy and well-anchored.
Located on-site.
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Long-term bicycle parking can be defined as bicycle parking that provides secure parking for over 3
hours. Most often times long-term bicycle parking infrastructure should be provided to employees,
students, residential areas, and commuters who require parking bicycles for several hours. Security and
protection from weather is paramount to the success of this bicycle infrastructure. It is also Important
that rack style be chosen following similar guidelines as short-term parking:

Spatial Considerations
In an secured area that may include;
•
•
•
•
•
•

A locked room
Fenced area with locking gate
Within the view of an attendant/security guard
An area visible from resident or employment ares.
Area monitored by security camera
Infrastructure must include racks that are compatible with standard size U-locks
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Recommended Parking
Requirements

A review of existing city and metropolitan ordinances determined that utilizing a mix of
methodologies to determine requirements for bike parking was the best practice. The above
chart outlines the recommended required amount of bicycle parking across a multitude of
specific uses and should be utilized as a guide when determining the amount of bike parking
need for a development.
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Installation
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Installation of bicycle racks must:
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• Be surface flange mounted. This includes areas were new concrete is being
poured.
• Be installed in areas with a slope no greater than five (5) percent.
• Installed using secured, tamper proof bolts. (Stainless steel pin hex button
socket security bolts or equivalent.)
• Be installed on Concrete or pavers. It is not permitted to install bicycle racks on
soils, grass, rock, or other landscaped surfaces.

Concrete
•

D

Surfaces:

Concrete is the preferred material for mounting and installing bicycle parking infrastructure. This
material works best for both in-ground and surface mounted racks. The preferred bicycle rack, the
inverted-U, works best when mounted into concrete using expansion bolts.

Asphalt and Tile
•

Tile and asphalt may be an acceptable installation surface for bicycle racks if concrete is not an
option. Compared to a concrete surface these materials may not offer the same level of stability.
When installing on asphalt or tile the surrounding climate, what lies below the surface grade, and
the materials thickness will ultimately affect the functionality.

Grass and dirt
•

Grass and dirt do not provide efficient stability and grounding for most bike parking options. The
only viable option on dirt and grass are free standing racks which are not preferred.
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Implementation
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Short-term Parking.
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Short term bicycle parking should be placed within locations that are determined to be major trip
generators, are on or within proximity of bicycle path infrastructure, and that generate pedestrian traffic.
Trip generators may include:
• Schools
• Transit stops
• Libraries
• Service destinations/grocery stores
• Entertainment/shopping centers
• Bars/restaurants
• Parks/trails/open spaces
Areas identified as trip generators by Summit County will be contacted and if deemed insufficient in
bicycle parking they will be eligible to receive bicycle parking improvements.

Request-a-Rack

D

INSERT URL (once created)
• Business/offices/service centers may apply or ‘request’ bicycle racks be
provided to them by the county via an online portal.
• Business requesting racks will need to ensure they have appropriate space
for racks to be installed so that they meet the standards outlined in this
document.
• Number of racks eligible to requester will be based on recommended
requirements (Ch.3).

Permissible Uses.
•

Bicycle racks installed by Summit County are intended for the use of temporary bicycle storage and bicycle
related equipment. This includes but is not limited to Road bikes, commuter bikers, mountain bikes, E-bikes,
Cargo bikes, and adaptive bicycles.
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